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ABSTRACT: One of the most precious of God’s creatures, the horse is Throughout history, humans have always been near and to humans Where the government has been able to expand its empire great and divine And above all the religion of Islam was transferred back to other countries. Ignorant Arabs knew that his life was in him a lot of attention, resulting in the creation of a Unique in that every day is added to the value and appearance of the vehicle, its value decreases Found. Also some ignorant poetry dedicated to the study and analysis of the science specialist with the horse owner will get amazing results. In this Try just a few short text refers to the authenticity and antiquity of Arabian horses that were written with the assistance of the inquiry is the age of ignorance.
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INTRODUCTION

Literature, especially poetry, the most powerful and enduring human discourses are historically and little or no change over time, and many moved to the next generation Are therefore called Documents are exploring and investigating it can be found in the fact that no evidence has been learned from them. In fact, read reviews and literary history every nation in the time span makes it precise information about the political, social, economic, cultural and artistic they understand. There is no doubt that the Arabic language and poetry of the richest and most productive in the world of literature and the fact that all languages Scientists believe that, because of the breadth too great collection of grammar and vocabulary in which There’s This led many scientists from all over the world and they do care about their research and scientific analysis, such as the great English Ronald Nicholson and German Karl Brokelman DSmargoliouth and ch.James Lyall and G.Levi Della Vida.

According to existing historical records and what we have come to rely on textbooks as important (Bayan and Altdyyyn) Writing (Jahez) and books (extension and Alshra’ alshear valshoaraa) by (Ibn Qtybh ebnghotaybeh) and books (sources Aljahly extension masader alshear aljahelee) by doctor naser-Din al-Assad and dozens of other valuable books, to comes to the conclusion that the ignorant Arabs (for the period Life is ignorant Arabs before Islam) was able to writing 300 years before the advent of Islam some 1800 years ago, he started writing his own lyrics. Their own poems on animal skins and leaves and stems of palm trees and rocks, who wrote some of the manuscripts were kept up time is not far.

Arab poetry were very dominant in the groups got together and one of them suddenly and in-situ without the prior presence of mind, in a poem, and the immediately of 60 bit next Anthem answer He The other 60 bits are the same and a chorus song was also third in the previous answer. They are like market places across the Arabian peninsular (okaz) in Mecca as it’s poetry were assigned  The power and convenience of a linguistic expression is made up of several tribal poet’s pride in itself to be Sale (Mafakhreh) of overtake tribes to the. It was on this basis that according to Islam, God sent the Prophet Muhammed, Quran miracle to bring the book up on their lyrics and unique Such as the Koran can not be won or sing together in its answer, the same Quran that Allah has sworn to their horses and runner-toxin, and the term (Horses) do meaningful Asabha der Panj AL BL Ann Yad intensity Abartind BL (Al-Imran der er 14), (Anfal verse 60), (Isra verse 64), (er ants 8), (Hashr verse 6).

Among the great literary treasures that come to us, 10 ode to the volume of rare words Find the unique and beautiful and strange Arabic literature and rhetoric hints that they used Attention and effort Professionals centuries of literature and poetry are located. Analyzing and reflecting and thinking and vocabulary of the visual language and literary array every bit ignorant lyrics It may be seen with any particular Arab and Arab-old Thoroughbred
horses, we saw the value and beauty It previously wrote about its Arabic horse to collect a very strange way to achieve that Prove or disprove their hypotheses than some horses are native Arabic, we will publish them in a book called God.

Some time ago I heard someone wrote an article that said (Arabic horses of pure strain moanghee) They are not around 100 years ago or more mares Turkmen have long necks have been mixed). I said the documents released Then I realized that the whole is unacceptable and there is only one possible way that this strain be honest about those of Arab horses that are available in the geographic area where the person narrator of this event and the mixed Been undertaken and consider that this is not inclusive.

We are out and I'm here for a very Brief in defense of this strain, only because of the historical narrative I: First, we classical Arabian Horse Center in Khuzestan province of Iran, based on our beliefs and what documents Reached our strain one of nine purebred Arabian horses know (but it's strain and the strain of what they are 9 reasons to date They come've explained in detail in his book), as well as a strain, Moanqhee is very old and valuable information obtained under this We conclude that at least 700 years, which is threatening the tribe (algharabat) under the strain Tribe Quraish are maintained. Undoubtedly, most of what is mentioned above, but this time we are only what We say that with certainty. The tribe in the great city of Ahwaz in Khuzestan province located 40 kilometers from the center are apparently early Umayyad rule that they have migrated to the area about 1,300 years ago. Now we ask that the old strain How can family and the nobility of about 100 years ago, the fusing of the mares Turkmen created! The Turkmen horses in While... 2000 miles away from them and they have not ever seen or heard of the breed mares Turkmen limit is reached. But the second reason, and what is relevant is that the name of the pre-Islamic Arabic poetry, strain moanghee come in, so that the roots Philology and grammar issue or Arabic, Nq (onogh)'s neck in the name is the mean batman duties (infinitive) has been used And verbs Bob Triad line (threefold increased) and it is also true of Bob Taiyl (tafeel) is that Nq Ynq (annagha moannegho), the other

As Islamic scholar (ebn manzoor) order the Book (al-Arab language) wrote a beautiful Arab man's neck Mnq (moenegheh) and a beautiful woman's neck (moenegheh) says Abvkbyr Alhzly written as:

Translation: The woman has a beautiful long neck pigeons wings of his soul, as if the long neck Has exaggerated as he had imagined as a tree The birds sit on it.

{Arab lesan: Ibn manzour Ansari under clause (Nq)}

Nqa' own word (anghaa) is derived from the word neck Meaning as used by (Ebn alaasam) mentioned in the first volume Alftvh That Ainqa' (Sabrah ben gharrah alatky) that due to reputation and Its originality (Gulf Ainqa') has been known as the rider Nqa' On the other hand, if Bob mentioned we Nq Ynq past participle (past participle) make the desired word is Mnq (mpanagh).

One of the most widely used Arabic Dictionaries Dictionary of the past 50 years (upholstered) Lewis Maalouf is written by the Catholic Library in 1960 in Lebanon Published and reprinted more than 50 times, he means (Mnq) to (long neck) and said (meanagh) Thoroughbred horse does well with long neck 30 years ago, the doctor Hatem Saleh Alzamn from Baghdad university article about Arabian horse Who wrote it (annagha) the horse's long neck Albahly (Moslem ben amr albahelee) have We have also explained in the dark for Naming names, it should darken the female concubine Let threatening because Mares returned to the mother and the fact that the Arabic language male and female differences Are used, so the dust must be added that the sign is a female, then turns to the word (moangaghheh) and what it refers Le it goes back to the Arabic grammar rule should be added to the brown Can, for example, than say Iran Iran, in which case the ratio of female to remove and brown It is an alternative word into (moangaghheh) and is sometimes abbreviated as a result Word (moanghee) are pronounced as they are today in the province, namely Arabic mare with beautiful long neck. 26 years ago, Yasin Alfakhvry wrote in Damascus as (fight tours) in which he writes: (Almnqbh) mares were descended from mares (Alshomaytaa) and its generation (alshamtaa ) madian (doreid ben alsammeh ) Is, perhaps, that he had found the resources upon which to fix this, and as a matter of telling the difference between Arabic dialects Normal After the Mnqy and Moanqhee no matter Moanqbeh. Al-Zubaidi Huge dictionary (Taj) writes that this is one of the five famous among the Arabs who were darker than it already is.

About 800 years ago, scientists syntax, Jamal al-Din Abu Abdullah Muhammad Ibn Malik 1000 Beat poetry of the sea (Weight) bullying (rajaz) wrote in Arabic grammar fit and at the same time, another scientist named judge Chief Baha al-Din Abdullah bin Aqeel Egyptians, 1,000 bits of poetry that describes the result was a book called (as Ibn Aqeel) in four volumes, beginning in the third volume of In the current case (jarr) He's a bit of pre-Islamic poetry Abvdavd Alayady that these quotes:

Najyj plural word (anjooj) is another scientist named Mohamed Mohi-Din Abdul footnote and These bits are described in the book writes (ANjoj horses with long neck is). Alfyrozabad Majd al-Din, who lived 650 years ago, the book (Alqhamos Almoheet), the meaning of the word Najyj Knows Arabic very good horses. In fact, one of
dialects ANajyj same Naqhihq and it is common among some Arab tribes who pronounce words in BC Are converted to C, and so very ignorant of conversion in different accents in books like the book (on the Arabian custom) post false impression(Alrafeeaee) is referred to, it is interesting to know that the Arabs in Khuzestan today letters AH and example to the letter C can convert Word (almost) ghareeb) means close (acre s) and word (so) (ghedr) means pot meal (Jedr) are pronounced exactly the transformation that took place in anjoj The meaning of this poem is so ignorant that:

Perhaps among his tribe herd of camels and horses ready Moanqhee with long neck while in Korea they have them there. The remarkable thing is that most of what is today known as a beautiful Arabian Thoroughbred horses A code is analyzed, they are found in poetry as the long neck of the beautiful horses Arab origin, and must include a third of the body length is short, thick neck or a connection and exit A fault is a bad chest. Faraj Alasfhaney scientists and scholars of the Abbasid period is He can be quoted (ghatree ben fojaeh) the Khawarij sect elders and leaders of the early Islamic state and one of them was a poet, a The men told me to buy a horse now, the guy said I'd recognize originality horse, diagonal He said that about half the length of the horse choose his neck, his body will be included.

The length of the neck, Arab poet Abolnajm Wheels (abo alnajm alejlee) such order is made:

Translation: He describes the original Arabic says that should the mare’s neck is about half the length of the entire body Ibn dog d. 1852 years ago in his book (genealogy tours and news Fi Aljahlyh and Islam), Islam and ignorant of the logarithms of the horses in the News They wrote that (zol onogh) the horse’s long neck (which was one of the terms and names on a particular group of horses was put names) can be a source of both roots and thus the First Zolanhqhq of Nq (onogh) have been neck Nq means that the body is a sign of quality horses and Arabs are among the noble characteristics of a good thing that a long thin neck and chest, neck connecting Because the running lean and it will help. {Book Ain: Hebro n Alfrahydy, the following substance (Nq)}

It's the same abo saeed alasmaee Year d. 795 AH in his book Tours) which has (along), the long neck, beauty supplies, and Arabic is the mark of authenticity horse The second perspective of the roots of the name Ibn dog, opened the neck, but the neck pace and overtake Mark That’s why everything is getting to say (Nq Fi Khair) were retrospectively that, therefore, a form of walking horse is galloping closer to Nq (anagh) is As long neck and surpassed implies that the two means that we use today are based on the analysis in this context, we base our work (Tours) issue long neck and put it to good And one of the horse’s gait and it is called Nq feet tall with elongated neck and muzzle down. Ibn Alaraby in his important book written in the reign of the Umayyads and (Asmaa Al Arab tribe and Frsanha) is a name meaning famous horses names They are Arab horsemen The name says it brought Zvalonq almeghdad ben amr Was leading the Quraish tribe During the battle of Badr against Muhammad 583 years ago Zvalonq was on horseback, and that’s OK We say that we have said before in Mnqy Arabian horses Below are kept in the dark province of the Quraysh tribe called the Bani Hashim. Additionally, Miqdad bin black horse (meghdad ben aswad alkendee), the great companions of the Prophet Muhammad and it is a special place, was Zvalonq. Finally, the dog in the book of ensab alkheir (genealogy tours) Zvalonq mare knows the reputation of those who have left their ancestry and is concerned On the other hand, known (alaanagh) sires that were popular at the time after Christ Blocks Alaq banat alaanagh) Anq girls that are attributed to it, in confirmation of this, a great scholar, Ibn Alaraby who has authored 33 books of the year Died 814 AH ie 1200 years ago, says:

The girls Anq (Madyanhayy that come Anq) saddle on the back of the pack and get ready to see them Pykarnd the morning and evening commute is Ibn Alaraby his book and another scientist (alsawad lghandajanee) in his book (Asmaa Al Arab tribe and Frsanha) and also in the book Almkhss (almokhassas) is the sixth volume (Anq) was a well known horse Ibn Alaraby says Almozareb Ben Naim (almozareb ben noaym) ignorant about the poet has said:

Translation War Horse Khv Mrd showed us a clue to the ir good blood line is pure Anq For this reason, and based on other evidence of capacity out of this discussion is probably going back to the dark Mnqy this girl is Anq On the other hand, we generally ignored the issue of long neck and Mnq the second meaning of the lyrics, to examine.

(maanagh) means the speed is fast, so if you are told (aanagha) means that the (accelerated), and it is said that man Mnq moanegh) means a man who is walking very fast, in which case (moanegheh) means surpassed the horses Are rapidly outpacing the rest, as (zolrammeh) is one of the poets who understand Islam and one of his poems says:

Translation: Do not see past the debris of a pond in a sandy area that lies ahead and beat that made you sad?
As the name suggests, dark Mnghy thousand years ago, in pre-Islamic Arabic poetry, and have been found. What frequencies will be converted from doubt to certainty, and therefore always up-to-date Moanghy the strain Arabian purebred horse is important and, unfortunately, only a small number remaining in Iran. That is a very ancient Arabic poetry to explore the facts than the original Arab horses is achieved and Here are a few bits from the ignorant to point out that the document would:

One of the famous poets ignorant (emro algeis ben hoir alkendy) Is, he was born in Najd, Bani Assad, his father was governor, he met around the year 527 AD the Roman Emperor Yustnayans, his most beautiful poems in Arabic. The pre-Islamic times, written and easily as words and asked to draw beautiful pictures and music, his poetry is unique, so far as the Imam Ali, the first Shiite leader who is capable Arabs in oratory and so far no one has been able to bring such Jmltash language, the question of the best Arab poet Been? He replied: Amro al. Of His most famous poem (moallagheh) is that Is 80 bits, and Abdullah Hassan bin Mohammed Zuzan about 1,000 years ago, and it explains (Ebn sallam aljomahee) Alshra stories in the book it is considered as the highest example of Arabic ode. Mlqh the It is worth keeping in mind that the poem is hung around the neck as a necklace and is maintained He looks 52 bits to describe its Arabic original horse deals says:

Translation: Sometimes it happens that early in the morning while the birds are still in their nests, hunting I go out with my big horse, very fast and very little body hair and his skin is sleek and very fast, is easily Hunt. Summary: The first verse describes his horse, long horse hair and beauty deprecated, it knows it's delicate skin with short hair, tells it as it is Groom the horses were well acquainted. He is a horse with a short body, small body, likes, and while it does not have to be large in order to search in the comfort of their time hunting, fishing transparency.

Translation: If I Ardah my horse, I immediately ran towards the prey will attack you and you I will be back on it and at the same time, the reciprocating motion is very rapid speed It is like a big rock from the mountain top to seal the pockets. Summary: In Search of Agility Arabian horse depicted in this image while Master Late memories Ms. Mary Ghareghozloo comes to mind when hunting deer with Arabian horses Arabian horses looking gazelles defines how the deer ran and went to each side On return, the fast and agile horses circled the Gazelle counterpart were spun and the reciprocating motion that is characteristic of Arabian horses.

My horse is bay in color and extremely meaty and muscles of his back, felt the back of his head on a stone fall down as rain drops, the head shed eaten and

As the term suggests, however, and the muscles of his horse was good and they felt familiar and obvious that no It comes with a saddle or no saddle on horseback are not. In addition, he painted the bay calls the quantity which is actually one component of the horse is brown and up to date in the province, especially Ba tiar The quantity of people are tribes say. It is interesting to know that most horses with Arabic names for colors are not given a chance here, as the smallest difference in color or signs They have to face up to its name, there are 98 of these in Haylstkh only four main colors in horses There are signs that the Arab noble effort too, because they were accustomed to Arab horses Naming things that they deal with every day and is the lifeblood of them, as for Horses born each period of age he established a name for it, because the other names as well, Horses have been careful to preserve the authenticity of the recording, which differentiates the difference between them is small.

On my horse training, and her body is so slender and vivacious and is ready to match the sound of his Neigh As the water boils and eats her breast envy and hatred boiling over the fire eats Summary: This bit indicates that they are familiar with preparing horses for competition and have known the way it should be thin and light Must also be of sufficient strength and vitality, and also indicate that horse racing in several thousand years, since the same root in ancient texts Persian hakhamaneshi Cyrus have about horse racing in how the hippodrome or riding arena was attending another reason that the religion Betting is forbidden in Islam except a few, including the Horse betting that the Prophet had permitted it. All these old markers Horse racing is unlike other sports. Also in this House refers to the beautiful Neigh to Horse Thoroughbred horse that was so cute heart throbs, or rather the Shiver down your neck when you reach the boiling water in the pot metaphor has. I remember one day late Professor Ms. Kara Gyzvl said (some Neigh neigh truly unique sound is of Arab origin). The point is that only those who have horses mixed with their being able to understand.

When pushing their horses' hooves hit the ground hard, the blow dust feet long is my horse if horses are tired Continues its attack and movement speed, one after another, and his hands and takes a long walk as someone who is in swimming Summary: It's better at running and Beauty Lift up your hands and walk with a flexible Take it as hands, who is here In swimming has been likened to that of a plain man described as very successful because most swimming along just in case he steps forward and Knows big stretched a noble thing. Today we all try to participate in beauty contests, so teach your horse to move his hands to give maximum traction to navigate to enjoy the superlative.
If the young rider who is not skilled enough to ride my horse, due to the high light His movements can not be fixed on the ground suck and ride a giant man, a speeding horse, the wind took his clothes from his body and thrown to the side. Summary: In this verse refers to the speed and style of an Arabian horse movement that is characteristic of it before the explanation was given about Chalalky horse.

Intensity of movements and fast as my horse (Khzrvf) Teenager with too much speed and running around in the softness of his hands Summary: Khzrvf (khozroof) of adolescents in pre-Islamic times are local games that Khzarh (kharrareh) said it was a small piece of leather Two threads that were rejected by two fast reciprocating motion and sound like it was created just created. The Arabic word qfqf saw him running Khzarh game has likened his horse in the rotation because it is in the hands so quickly that sometimes Leather pieces can not be seen, and he wants to say that the A fast horse, and sometimes can not see it, the game also has a reciprocating motion is very fast Arabian horse went quickly move to change the mode to reverse mode refers to the first bit refers to And because Arabic is a unique feature of the horses and is an excellent rating, again Repeat it here, and so we end up with a melody and is just as in the case Marched, listened to the sound of each rider is caused by wind, is familiar

I like horses sideways beside deer and the bones of the hands and feet, like hands and feet, hen Slim and sturdy and the like trot canter gallop kids as wolves and foxes are Four Nlsh. Summary: In the end, this bit will be informed of the Arabian horse beauty of science and the fine points too There is significant as it is required to be described in a separate book and in my opinion the best song of The Arab Horse Arab limb used to describe them so well today, after centuries of trying We can run it on their horses, the deer come in to look at the distance between the flank of the abdomen is rejected, slim and elegant, and beautiful are the animals so his between the two flank Been likened to a deer on his horse, as we all know this can be seen in the horses ready for the course and it is a sign of agility Search. Also due to the length of the legs, the ostrich, the so-called vertical direct and hang dry on the skin, bone, blood vessels and tendons as well as bones are obvious, the walking beings, the best The view that this character has appeared in hen most males, he's having the characteristics of both the bones and the bones of horses Original hen resembles, as we know today, the bones Arabian horse leg limb area should be dry and clear and have considerable elegance, the limb bones of hens Her body is slender and delicate than in the calf area.

She is a poet first and last horse to Arabic hen has likened the other poets as well as Abvdavd Alashy, their horses according to Ostriches have been likened to a holiday, so where al-Harethi bin Abbad (alhares ben abbad) clan of Bani Qais bin Slbh a popular Riders (bane gheis ben saalabeh) Had their material (Namh) was named the hen Alasmy Malik in his book (Alasmyat) is one of the textbooks, says Harith about Namh mare has written such that:

Namh near me since the close of the war Also Mhlhl (mohalhal) the riders and the famous Arab poet sings the same Harith addressed to:

Harith riding a Yyn Madyant Namh be riding my horse (Easels) Am.
And Nir Alazdy gross hp (ghorras alazdee) Namh name was also told about the
Harith riding a Yyn Madyant Namh be riding my horse (Easels) Am While I was on whatever was in front of me aside. Summary bit further back, the horse Classical Arabic, which has such a slim abdomen and flank The legs are stretched thin and must act in a very nice move in the second verse explains:

In Arabic, the highest designation horse movements taken (as they were in the same colors) so The smallest difference in any way for ratings for They have put up more than 36 names, and in some places It is. Arkha’ (erkhaa) a galloping motion Greg was going to moves like (khabab) in animals is the wolf When it is fresh and wholesome, beautiful movement as if it is done on a horse with a larger physique We can run the wolf is a fantastic trot canter your horse as he moves here and simile.

It is amazing that the science Diligence, we especially such galloping his horse win beauty contests. But it is interesting that We know when galloping or galloping collected in Khuzistan up to the first two terms (Khbb) and (Arkha’) use and say Khbb (khobbbeh) and Rkhyh (rakhillah) or Dstlv loosen the reins so goes galloping or galloping. In the last precious bits refers to how your horse is galloping together, so that the animals In the last precious bits refers to how your horse is galloping together, so that the animals Land, the most beautiful and softest baby fox while running the state takes so much flexible and move your feet instead of your hands.

Puts him on his horse galloping together beautifully smooth motion and flexibility to move the kid analogy Fox So the rider can feel it in the air to be too soft and without a jolt to move So the rider can feel it in the air to be too soft and without a jolt to move Continues, another fine point in this analogy is that there is much galloping mode When the horse’s legs to reach the ground closer to the place of hands, the power to leap forward and more Step longer pose a high speed, compact body which leads to a lot of time and stretching the body immediately afterwards that he( approximation ) Known as Fox Kids running that puts her legs in the hands. As seen in this bit
of character and her four beautiful Arabian horses in the form of four wonderful metaphor As such, we do not express it in any text.

On the empty space between the two legs can not you see it's very long and hairy tail and a raised Asaltsh is showing it fill and my horse never his tail is not tilted to the side. Summary: First he pointed to his horse, which follows the broad chest, big bones, his ribs are The result of these two, which is big enough for six horses added strength and speed when you breathe, oxygen enters the body double. While the width is good if you can not look behind him an empty space between two Ron starts to see that both sides of the door because it has a very long tail. And the tail fills the space, while its tail like a flag Abrfrashth Arabian horse is a sign of authenticity, as well as its tail above the battlefield under its feet is too tall. Most importantly, my horse's tail straight is high and never be tilted right or left hand, this is a big disadvantage. The same opinion prevails to this day in the province and despite the according Rules of modern beauty, tilt errors are not taking tail Arabian horses, Arabs of Khuzestan like centuries ago, it is considered a fault and the fault of Arabic horse tail tilt If you do not know the quality. Hajat al-Sheikh, the great majority of contemporary Arab horses were also Arabic believe that horses can tilt back tail is weaker than others.

Translation:
If a rider sits on the back of my horse, meaty and Liz thinks that it is the mirror
Summary: In the past, the strength of the rock is solid and the Welcome objects and Bowie chose the leaves of various plants and trees or on its Rub and also to separate the seeds from the fruit of the bitter Hnzl Like most plants on land and in the deserts of small melon grows in the car on the wide stone broke and its seeds for medicinal purposes Were collected. His horse back rider sitting on the two stones have likened to deliver a very delicate thing; First, the back of his horse Strength and is very meaty and solid as a rock, so do not feel there is a back bone, the second It was very slippery and there is a rider that this is either due to excessive speed or the agility and Rapid movement or because it is meaty and wide. More importantly, the back of your horse or stone The most pleasant thing is the fragrance that the bride looks and feels soothing to the human ear loses, likened And Hnzl or beads that resemble the saddest thing on earth, he would Say so valuable and precious purebred horses that have just become the ultimate joy ride it until you have enough power to control the ultimate pleasure Or take a ride in extreme hardships such as famine or war will save you ride start to move.

This is just a small part of the lexical notes, technical, expressive and authentic Arabian horse that was a bit extreme brevity of expression than would otherwise mysterious The use of a word than beautiful purebred Arabian horses, a separate article to be written.

CONCLUSIONS

Unlike some non-scholarly said that the Arabs have no horse in the desert, the camel could only live If, as is obvious, and the oldest Arabic lyrics are clear, they will have an Arabian horse breeding and they are well maintained and the origin From zephyr or God or Prophet Ishmael's important for us not many other words, the main issue is that it was bred Arab and If the assignment is made and called them Arabic horse and as Professor F. Bakles said: Arabian horse is a monster created by the Arab Also repeatedly raised purebred Arabian horses range from the most easterly point of their range to the west of the province Morocco is the most extreme desert only a small portion of the land being included in While That province of modern Iraq and Najd has been very fertile land and an Arabian horse has been able to grow and be nurtured well, it's horses for Arab While That valuable and highest Finance and the children slept Dear, and if hungry, feed their horses kept Arabic.

As well as their poems with the most important documents Persistent history suggests they are well acquainted with the exact sciences and breeding horse owner and have been the best in running and galloping What is the best body for what it is and what it looks like in primitive societies devoid of any information about the data transmission facilities requires Many centuries of experience and the importance of passing it on to future generations is to evolve as a result of centuries of evolution is poetry to us.

So they are very interesting and beautiful that what many centuries ago, for a purebred Arabian horses, beautiful have Today, as we apply the rules of our beautiful Arabian horses.
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The Arabian was an original horse breed on Howse. The breed underwent the game change in 2008-'09 and also took part in the spring of 2010 as the game went underneath and pulled up another fresh set of coats. The most common nickname is Arab. The breed has been the most popular since the time the game was created. The most common coats are dapple grey, light grey, and chestnut.